
Hydrology



Finding Wetlands: Species



Hydrology Can Vary



And Varies



Wetlands Delineation: Challenges



Wetlands Meadow



Wetlands Forest



Vernal Pool



Finding Wetlands: Species



Unexpected Wetlands



Wetlands in Places



Unexpected: Bronx River Park



Willow Lake Park, Queens



Procedure for remapping

review of existing maps
new data [interns, Bing]
DEC proposes amendments
- hearing
- revision
- final map



NYSDEC: Wetlands and Buffers



FWS Maps



DEC Maps



Wetlands Mapper



DEC Wetlands New Paltz



NWI Mapping



Effect of mapping initiative

de facto mapping using draft maps,
SEQRA and DEC procedures
interim moratorium once notice of
proposed maps is announced
cost of disputing incorrect mapping at
hearing
need to exhaust administrative remedies



Impact of proposed mapping

add 20000 acres of wetland AND adjacent area
linear wetlands created by hydraulic connections
impact on existing projects with approval
impact on municipal facilities, recreation areas
impact on approval procedures: ESA, stormwater,

SHPO
impact on property assessments for regulated lands
impact on lands in wetlands conservation program
impact on ag exempt lands, development pressure



Watershed Farms



Wastewater Facilities



Improve the process

1. create special demonstration project for
Wallkill River Watershed
2. treat County and municipalities as partners
3.  allow them to participate early on to bring
general concerns and impacts on municipal
infrastructure and plans to the attention of
DEC, and structure a process that will reach
conclusion as efficiently and effectively as
possible.



Improve the process
4. allow informal review of wetland data that
avoids initiation of  the moratorium and does not
compel owners to hire experts to provide
testimony at the outset of the process, but
instead engage with DEC staff, town by town, to
review the data DEC intends to use
5.  allow DEC to conduct an effective public
information process, coordinate with
municipalities on map review, use local
knowledge and resources, eliminate the bad
calls, confirm the good, and focus on those map
changes in the middle



Improve the Process

6. also avoids the uncertain period of
uncertainty that otherwise follows on
issuing preliminary maps, frustrating
developers and putting actions of
municipal boards at risk of nullification,
particularly if the data used by DEC
generates wide community opposition and
swamps the hearing process, creating
incentives for litigation



Critical Actions
1.  adopt guidance that existing projects with land use
approvals are presumed entitled to wetland permit if
wetlands are shown on map and negative SEQRA
determination (perhaps for a limited period of time)
2.  need for DEC to establish more flexible permitting
process for all actions, but particularly for those with land
use approval but not built
3.  explore use of programmatic general permits, for
Corps wetlands and for DEC wetlands, which allow
general permit if activity meets stated criteria and
conditions, without permitting action by Corps or DEC
(widely used in New England)




